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Always switched on:
should we let smart
tech into our beds?
It’s the area in our homes where we’re supposed
to be able to unplug from the world – but could
it be time to start tuning in more in the bedroom
instead? Yvette Murrell investigates

crolling through my
phone in bed from time to time
is something I may be guilty
of, but I’m no advocate for it.
Plenty of research indicates that
playing on your mobile devices
before you get some shuteye has
a negative effect on your quality
of sleep and wellbeing overall*,
due to the blue light they emit
– which has led to some people
even banning smartphones
from their bedrooms.
I do, however, support the
idea of – and I’m always on
the lookout for – the latest
developments in technology
that can make our lives easier,
including in the bedroom.
But apart from phones, tablets,
and digital alarm clocks, what
is there? I recently came across
Mode’s smart bed, which allows
both you and your partner to
control the position of each
side of the base through your
smartphones – so you can sit
in bed or put your feet up as
you please. You can also save
your favourite positions in
the accompanying app. Better

“Some of the
technology
available
today can
even improve
how rested
you feel after
a good
night’s sleep.”
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Smart lighting – which you
may already be familiar
with, for example in the
form of the Philips Hue
– can be controlled in
the same convenient
way. Operating
these through your
device eliminates the
need for multiple remote
controls, keeping things simple
and, importantly, restful.
Some of the tech available can
even improve how perky you
feel after a good night’s sleep, if
you can believe it. Brands such as
Sleepace offer products designed
to track your movement as well
as your heart and breathing
rates – without the need to wear
any nasty wires – which feed
this data back to the DreamLife
app on your phone. You can
then keep an eye on your sleep
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patterns and learn how to
improve its quality by following
the app’s advice. Information
like this is far more useful than
some of the stuff we end up
reading on our phones late at
night, don’t you think? KBB
1. Luxaflex 64mm Duette blinds in
fabric 7842 including PowerView
motorisation, from £357.
2. Smart bed, from £2199 for
a double, Mode.
3. RestOn, £69, Sleepace.

For stockists turn to p154

*Source: Molecular Vision (molvis.org/molvis/v22/61/)
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yet, it even gives you the
power to control the other
side of the bed – great for
stopping your significant
other from snoring without
having to wake them.
For the lazier ones amongst
us (myself included), being
able to control lighting and
window blinds without
having to get out of bed will
sound like music to our ears.
Luxaflex PowerView blinds
are controlled via a remote or
app, where you can personalise
settings and choose the level
of light that comes into your
room (and set a schedule, too).
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